2018 Youth Conference on National Affairs
Plenary Calendar

474 Derrick Graham – Louisiana  Diversifying the teaching workforce in the United States schools K-12.
494 Daniel Kessler – Florida  A proposal to secure Assistance of Counsel for immigrants facing deportation.
555 Anya Kisicki – Arizona  A Proposal Legalizing and Regulating Commercial Sex Work
501 Drake Brignac – Louisiana  Ensuring Equal Wages and Access to Employment for Disabled Americans
257 Zeryab Ibrahim – Pennsylvania  To establish Gender-Related/Based persecution as grounds for asylum.
237 Foster Willie – Louisiana  Renew and Revise the National Prison Rape Elimination Commission (NPREC)
237 Jacob Grant – Kentucky

359 Dua Kaurejo – New York  To implement equal punishments for marital and nonmarital rape and institute policies that allow for a more effective prosecution of marital rape.
311 Sahil Baherawala – Wisconsin  An Act to Aid Victims of Sexual Assault and Rape
487 Tevita Hifo – Hawaii  To recognize the Hawaiian Language, Ka’lelo Hawai’i, as an official language of the United States as reparations for aiding in the illegal overthrow of the Hawaiian Monarchy and illegally annexing Hawai’i.
422 Scott Nagatoshi – California  A Proposal to include non-spouse partner’s, parents and siblings in The Lautenberg Amendment
284 Pranav Mallampalli – New Jersey  Mandating the use of body worn cameras on all law enforcement officials
582 Sharif Long – Texas  To increase campus-wide approaches to address the college mental health crisis in America